
NATURAL CLASSIC EXTENSIONS  -  $70  - 1HR
Very similar to wearing mascara, one extension applied to individual lashes. 80% coverage of every
healthy natural lash.   
INFILL  -  $50 - 40MIN
Must be booked 1-3 weeks following the initial appointment. Beyond this will be charged as a full set.

CLASSIC EXTENSIONS  -  $80  - 1HR 40M
For a very natural look, one extension is individually applied to each lash.
INFILL  - $60  -  1HR
Must be booked 1-3 weeks following the initial appointment. Beyond this will be charged as a full set.

HYBRID EXTENSIONS  - $100  -  1HR 40M
A mix of both Classic and Light Volume sets to create a fuller, fluffier look.
INFILL  -  $80  -  1HR
Must be booked 1-3 weeks following the initial appointment. Beyond this will be charged as a full set.

VOLUME EXTENSIONS  -  $110  -  1HR 40M
More than one lightweight lash, in clusters of 2D and 3D lashes applied to each lash. 80% coverage for a
lightweight, but with full, fluffy look.
INFILL  -  $90  -  1HR
Must be booked 1-3 weeks following the initial appointment. Beyond this will be charged as a full set.

EXTRA VOLUME EXTENSIONS  -  $120  -  2HR
More than one lightweight lash, in fans of 4D and 5D lashes applied to each lash. Still lightweight, but with
a dark, fluffy look.
INFILL  -  $100  -  1HR
Must be booked 1-3 weeks following the initial appointment. Beyond this will be charged as a full set.

EXTENSION REMOVAL  -  $15  -  30MIN
Eyelash extensions make your eyes look lovely, but they don’t last forever. If you don't intend on
maintaining your lashes, it's best to have them professionally removed to protect your natural lashes. As
extensions grow out they can twist and damage natural lashes, if not removed. Lash extensions are
secured with a very strong adhesive that resists soap and water, so they won’t come off easily. You’ll need
to break down the glue before you can remove the extensions without damaging your natural lashes. This
is why it's always best to get them removed professionally!

LASH LIFT   -  $70  -  1HR
Your natural lashes are permanently curled and tinted which results in longer, thicker looking lashes.
Treatment lasts 6-8 weeks.

LASH TINT  -  $25  -  30MIN
Tinting results in beautiful, well-defined lashes, and a little more free time in the morning. The results of
permanent tints can last from one to three months.

EYE TRIO  -  $50  -  45MIN
Shaping + tinting results in beautiful, well-defined eyes, and a little more free time in the morning. The
results of permanent tints can last from one to three months. Wow your brows and your lashes.

BROW SHAPE + TINT  -  $40  -  30MIN
Shaping + tinting results in beautiful, well-defined brows, and a little more free time in the morning. The
results of permanent tints can last from one to three months.

                                         



IN SALON SPRAY TAN  -  $40  - 10MIN
Available in a wide variety of natural colours and formulas, Mine Tan adjusts to your complexion while
infusing your skin with nourishing nutrients that keep it hydrated and healthy with no chance of dreaded
orange tones. 

IN SALON SPRAY TAN WITH EXTRAS  -  $50  -  10MIN
Ensure your skin is in the best condition with our extra's - a pre tan primer + post tan lock - for the longest
lasting, and most flawless glow possible!

IN SALON SPRAY TAN PARTY FOR 5+  - $30ea  -  10MIN p/p
Perfect for Bridal Parties or other groups of gals who want to get their glow on and take advantage of our
group discount + the host tans for FREE when you book a group of 5 +
Enjoy the best spray tan in town with our tanning experts, in the comfort of our home salon.

MOBILE SPRAY TAN  -  $50  -  30MIN
Enjoy a private spray tan in the comfort of your own home where no pants are the best pants!
PLEASE NOTE:
*This service is ONLY available in Palmerston North. Travel costs apply beyond the PNC boundaries. Please see Tanning FAQ for more
information.
** I need a 2m square area to set up the tent at minimum + some for body room and effective lighting. Please do not book a mobile tan
if you can not meet these requirements and book 'In Salon' instead.

MOBILE SPRAY TAN WITH EXTRAS  -  $60  -  30MIN
Ensure your skin is in the best condition with our extra's - a pre tan primer + post tan lock - for the longest
lasting, and most flawless glow possible!

MOBILE SPRAY TAN PARTY FOR 5+  - $30ea  -  10MIN p/p
Invite me over and enjoy a spray tan party in the comfort & private of your own home.
PLEASE NOTE: 
This service is for bookings of 5 people or more ONLY. If you have a smaller party, please book them as individual appointments, one
after each other - and ensure there is enough time slots to fit you all in. Travel costs apply beyond the PNC boundaries. 



GEL POLISH  -  $50  -  1HR
Gel Polish manicure on natural nails - choose from a large selection of colours. All nail services come with
the complimentary use of reinforce gel which adds strength to your natural nails.

GEL POLISH WITH ART  -  $60  -  1HR 30MIN
Ensure your skin is in the best condition with our extra's - a pre tan primer + post tan lock - for the longest
lasting, and most flawless glow possible!

GEL EXTENSIONS  -  $70  -  2HR
The gel extensions that we use in-salon last up to 3 weeks (depending on individual) and can then be re-
balanced. You can lengthen your nails without the worry of damaging your natural nail and they can be
professionally removed with ease. All nail services come with the complimentary use of reinforce gel
which adds strength to your natural nails. We then apply a Gel Polish from our extensive range of colours.
Topped with a high shine Top Coat and nourishing cuticle oil.

GEL EXTENSIONS WITH ART -  $80  -  2HR
Choose from an extensive range of glitters, sequins, stickers and nail art. Topped with a high shine Top
Coat and nourishing cuticle oil.

GEL POLISH REMOVAL  -  $20  -  30MIN
Remove your old colour before booking in your new set. If you are a recurring client of mine, this
appointment will be FREE if a fresh set is booked within the same week of your removal appointment.

GEL EXTENSION REMOVAL  - $30  -  30MIN
Remove your old colour and tips, before booking in a fresh set. 

SPECIAL OCCASION MAKEUP  -  $70  - 45MIN
A more glamorous option for balls, a night out, engagement parties, birthdays, photo shoots, bridesmaids
etc. Standard false lashes included.

BRIDAL MAKEUP  -  $100  -  1HR 
To feel confident, beautiful, and most importantly, yourself on your big day. False lashes included.

BRIDAL MAKEUP TRIAL  - $80  -  1HR
To ensure we get the perfect look, for one of the most special moments in your life!

SPECIAL OCCASION HAIR  -  $60  -  1HR 
Have your hair styled before you leave for your event to compliment + finish off your makeup look.
Choose from a range of curls, straightened hair or a high pony tail. Please enquire for more complex up-
do's + braids.




